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Imaging of ballistic carrier transport in tungsten single crystals
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Ballistic carrier transport is studied in real space in tungsten single crystals using carrier excitation by laser
light. So-called electron focusing caustics, singularities of the carrier flux in specific directions, have been
investigated systematically for crystals in three different orientations. The influence of magnetic fieldsB on the
focusing patterns has been studied for different field orientations. Sondheimer oscillations periodic inB have
been observed. The experimental data can be described by a simple model based on fully ballistic transport.
Calculated focusing patterns are in satisfactory agreement with the experiments.@S0163-1829~99!08527-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

If the mean free pathl * of carriers in metals become
very large, i.e., in the range of several hundredmm, carriers
can pass through samples with thicknessd in this range with-
out scattering. This is the so-called ballistic transport regim
To reach these large mean free paths experimentally, sp
conditions such as low temperatures and very pure and
most perfect crystals are necessary.

This paper presents an application of a technique for
spatially resolved investigation of ballistic carrier transp
in the transition metal tungsten. Nonequilibrium carriers
produced thermoelectrically by local heating. This is realiz
by the illumination of a small area~hot spot)on the sample
surface by means of a laser and an optical fiber~see Fig. 2!.

If scattering is negligible, the transport of nonequilibriu
carriers to the opposite sample surface is in general hig
anisotropic due to the Fermi surface geometry~i.e., the band
structure of the material!. The carriers produce a current di
tribution at the other sample surface. The resulting poten
can be detected by a point contact. The fiber can be sca
over the sample surface. This allows real-space-reso
measurements of the current distribution. The detected
terns may be interpreted as a kind of fingerprint of the Fe
surface. Signals produced by electrons and holes can be
tinguished by their polarity and by their reaction upon t
application of a magnetic field. First results of this meth
applied to the semimetal bismuth, the noble metal silver,
the transition metal tungsten were published in Refs. 1 an
The detected patterns become increasingly complex in
order. This paper reports a systematic investigation of th
anisotropic patterns in three differently oriented tungs
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~4!/2468~8!/$15.00
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single crystals. Furthermore, the influence of a magnetic fi
applied perpendicular and parallel to the sample slab
been studied.

II. ELECTRON FOCUSING

In the case of ballistic propagation, the carrier transp
can be described by the semiclassical model of electro
motion. The group velocityvgr is given by

vgr5
1

\
¹kE~k!. ~2.1!

Here \5h/(2p), h is Planck’s constant,k is the wave
vector, andvgr is the group-velocity vector. According to Eq
~2.1!, vgr is perpendicular to surfaces of constant ene
SE(k) in k space:vgr'SE @Fig. 1~a!~I!#. Since the excited
carriers have an energy distribution very close to the Fe
energyEF , the consideration of electrons atEF only is a
good approximation to describe how the so-called electr
focusing patterns come about. This is outlined in Fig. 1
two Fermi surfaces in two-dimensionalk space.

In locations of very small or vanishing curvature of th
‘‘Fermi line’’ ~i.e., the radius of curvature is infinite! the
group-velocity vectorsvgr for neighboringk states are~al-
most! parallel. This results in an enhancement of the car
flux along the associated directions. This is illustrated by
square ‘‘Fermi line’’ in Fig. 1~a!~I!, and the resulting curren
distribution in Fig. 1~a!~II !.

In Ref. 3 it is shown theoretically that the magnitude
the current densityj (k) in three-dimensional space related
2468 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 60 2469IMAGING OF BALLISTIC CARRIER TRANSPORT IN . . .
a location on the Fermi surface is proportional to the prod
of its two principal curvature radiiR1(k) andR2(k):

j ~k!}
1

G~k!
5R1~k!R2~k!. ~2.2!

G is the Gaussian curvature at the locationk on the Fermi
surface in three-dimensional space. First experiments in
semimetal bismuth have shown enhanced carrier trans
within three planes due to a huge but not infinite radius
curvature (GÞ0) of the corresponding Fermi surfac
pockets.1 For a location on the Fermi surface with at lea
one infinite radius of curvature (G50), the electronic flux in
real space in the corresponding group velocity direction
comes singular due to Eq.~2.2!. The occurrence of such
singularities or ‘‘caustics’’ is called electron focusing~EF!,1

in analogy to phonon focusing,4 the related phenomenon o
highly anisotropic phonon transport. Electron focusing h
also been observed in the noble metal silver and in the t
sition metal tungsten.2 These first experiments provided th
motivation for a systematic study on the latter material
different crystal orientations and different geometries of
magnetic field.

In Fig. 1~b! the cross section of the octahedral hole Fer
surface of tungsten and the resulting current flux in r
space are shown. Fig. 1~b!~I! corresponds to the central@110#
cross section of the hole octahedron Fermi surface of tu
sten. R becomes infinite, when the ‘‘Fermi line’’ change
curvature from convex to concave. This is equivalent to
change of the sign of the radius of curvature. The ideali
‘‘Fermi line’’ of tungsten in Fig. 1~a!~I!, a square, produce
two sharp focusing peaks, where the surface normals hit
detection plane@Fig. 1~a!~III !#. Due to the rounded corner
and slightly inwards bent edges of the real ‘‘Fermi line’’
tungsten there exist two locations with zero curvature

FIG. 1. The coming about of the so-called EF-patterns sho
for ~a! square and~b! central@110# cross section of the hole octa
hedron Fermi surface of tungsten.~I! Momentum space;R is the
radius of curvature.m indicates the locations with infiniteR. The
group-velocity vectors (vgr) are perpendicular to the Fermi surfac
and represent the spatial direction of the electronic ballistic cur
in real space.~II ! Real space: the trajectories are straight lines
B50. ~III ! SignalVC .
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each side@m in Fig. 1~b!~I!#, thus the peak of Fig. 1~a!~III !
splits into two peaks@Fig. 1~b!~III !#.

III. SETUP

Figure 2 shows a scheme of the setup. An argon-ion la
beam is chopped with frequencyf '100 Hz, and coupled
into an optical fiber, the end of which is brought'20 mm
close to the sample surface. An area of ('20 mm)2 is illu-
minated with a power of'25 mW ~hot spot!. All experi-
ments are performed with the sample immersed in liq
4He at T51.5 K. The temperature difference between t
cold crystal and the hot spot generates a thermal gradient
thus a thermoelectrical current. To detect an EF pattern,
fiber is scanned over the surface by a cryogenic scann5

The voltageVC between the collector point contactC and a
reference contact RC on the sample edge is detected
function of the fiber position. This is equivalent to a fixed h
spot and a scanning collector contact, if the investiga
crystal is homogeneous~apart from spatial inversion!. Be-
causeVC is in the range of nV, phase-sensitive detection
used.

The samples were cut by spark erosion from single cr
tals to slabs ofd'2 mm thickness. The sample thickne
was reduced to' 0.16–0.37 mm by chemical etching6 to
expose the undisturbed bulk of the crystal~assumed to have
an almost perfect lattice! and to reduce the thicknessd of the
sample to the dimensions of the expected mean free p
Samples with a surface perpendicular to the@110#, @100#, and
@111# directions have been prepared. The~100! sample was
cut slightly wedge shaped, withd' 0.15, . . . ,0.3 mm for a
diameter of;10 mm in order to be able to investigate di
ferent sample thicknesses.

The mean free pathl * depends on the crystal quality, an
varies strongly within the sample due to local distortions a
impurities, butl * can be estimated from the quality of th
electron focusing patterns and is in the range of 0.4-0.5
~see Secs. V B and V C!. The residual resistance ratio~RRR!
of the used samples was measured to (15–20)3103.

IV. FERMI SURFACE AND BAND STRUCTURE

Tungsten is a typical transition metal. The electron
properties are mainly dominated by the gradually filled ind

n

nt
r

FIG. 2. Scheme of the experimental setup. A laser beam
coupled into an optical fiber, the end of which is brought close
the sample surface. An area of ('20 mm)2 is illuminated, and
carriers are excited thermoelectrically. To detect an EF pattern
fiber is scanned over the surface and the voltageVC between the
collector point contactC and a reference contact RC on the sam
edge is detected as a function of the fiber position.
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2470 PRB 60A. BÖHM et al.
band. Calculated band structures indicate that thed band lies
high up in the conduction band and extends through
Fermi energy. The narrowd-band levels give rise to striking
magnetic properties, and lead to low cyclotron frequenci7

The Fermi surface calculated with the band structure gi
by Ref. 8 is presented in Fig. 3. The six octahedron-sha
pockets at the zone corners (H point! and the 12 smaller
pockets in the centers of the rhomboid Brillouin-zone fac
contain holes. The latter are equivalent in pairs~from oppo-
site faces!. The structure in the center is an electron surfa
called the ‘‘jack.’’9 Tungsten is a compensated metal with
even number of electrons. Thus the volume of a large h
pocket plus six times the volume of a small hole pocke
equal to the volume of the electron pocket at the center of
Brillouin zone. It can be expected that the complicat
Fermi-surface structures should produce quite comp
electron-focusing patterns for both holesand electrons.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AT B50

Figures 4~a!–4~f! show electron-focusing patterns r
corded on the@111#, @110#, and @100# surfaces of tungsten
The signal intensity is shown in gray scales as a function
the fiber position, such that the hole signal appears bright
the electron signal dark. No manipulation has been p
formed on the data. The electron focusing patterns~a!–~c! of
Fig. 4 are shown in approximately the same image frame
(0.6 mm)2. The EF patterns~d!, ~e!, and~f! of Fig. 4 show
close-ups on the triangular caustics of~a!, ~b!, and ~c!, re-
spectively.

The main contribution to the electron-focusing patte
stems from holes of the octahedron at theH point of the
Fermi surface~see Figs. 3 and 5!. Two different sets of state
with zero Gaussian curvature exist for holes:

~1! States on the lines enclosing the concave regions
the triangular faces of the Fermi surface produce bright
angular caustics. Three bright spots at the edges of this
angle appear under an angle of'5° with respect to thê111&
directions~the @111# direction is indicated bym in Fig. 4!.

~2! States around the convex corners of the octahed
generate a series of faint lines connecting the triangles.

FIG. 3. Fermi surface of tungsten calculated with the band s
cure given in Ref. 8. The hole octahedron at theH point oriented
toward the observer is not shown in order to expose the ‘‘jac
structure in the center of the Brillouin zone.
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Two different locations on the jack surface produce t
electron caustics:

~1! Several dark spots are visible inside the bright t
angles. The inner structure of the electronic jack resemb
the hole octahedron, and presumably produces dark s
similar to the hole caustics but with inverted polarity.

~2! Spheres flattened in thê100& directions and
‘‘plugged’’ onto the electron octahedron may be responsi
for the dark structures appearing in the^100& directions.

Depending on the orientation of the sample, one~for the
@111# surface!, two ~for the @110# surface! or four ~for the
@100# surface! bright triangular caustics appear, which w
now be described in greater detail.

A. „111… surface

Since the@111# pattern@Figs. 4~a! and 4~d!# represents a
projection of all vgr perpendicular to one octahedron fac
the triangle is of threefold symmetry and equilateral. A da
spot in the center can be figured out@m in Fig. 4~d!#. Un-
fortunately the frame of the detected pattern is on

-

’

FIG. 4. Electron-focusing patterns of tungsten. The left two c
umns show experimental patterns obtained on surfaces of diffe
crystallographic orientation, and the right column shows the co
sponding simulated patterns using the band structure model f
Ref. 8. The voltageVC is presented in grey scale as function of t
fiber position, such that the hole signal appears bright and the e
tron signal dark.~a! ~111! surface, 0 nV<VC<1.1 nV from black
to white, the image frame is (0.6 mm)2 and the thickness of the
crystal d'0.33 mm. ~b! ~110! surface (0 nV<VC<1.8 nV),
(0.6 mm)2, and d'0.37 mm. ~c! ~100! surface (0 nV<VC

<0.61 nV), (0.6 mm)2, andd'0.16 mm.j andm indicate the
points where the@100# and the@111# directions cross the surface
The horizontal bars represent 100mm. ~d!–~f! Close-up of the pat-
tern outlined by the white edges in~a!–~c!. ~g! Theoretical caustic
on the~111! surface computed for holes and electrons, 104 trajec-
tories have been traced for this image, and the frame is 0.7d. ~h!
~110! surface, 105carriers, and the frame width is 2.5d. ~i! ~100!
surface, 105 trajectories, and the frame width is 4d. The white
horizontal bar represents 100mm in the experimental images an
the corresponding length scale in the simulated images.
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(100 mm)2, and as such it is quite small with respect to t
resolution of the experiment given by the size of the ‘‘h
spot’’ (20 mm)2. This is why smaller structures cannot b
resolved in more detail.

B. „110… surface

Two bright triangular caustics and the faint lines conne
ing the triangles are clearly visible in the electron-focus
patterns detected in the@110# direction. The close-up of this
pattern shown in Fig. 4~e! again reveals the three bright spo
at the edges of the triangles. At least three dark spots
visible inside the triangle, and a fourth one can be gues
for symmetry reasons. Another dark structure can be s
where the@100# @j in Fig. 4~b!# and @010# direction hit the
surface@upper left and lower right parts of Fig. 4~b!#. Figure
5~a! shows a perspective representation of Fig. 4~e!. It can be
seen that the height of the peak number 1 in Fig. 5 is
approximately twice the height of the two outer peaks~2 and
3! for two ~geometrical! reasons:

First, the carriers producing the inner peak have sho
trajectoriest (t50.43 mm) with respect to the peaks 2 and
(t50.48 mm). So their scattering probability during the
travel from the hot spot to the detection plane is lower th
for these forming the two outer peaks.

Second, the signal is proportional to the current den
component~i.e., the group velocity vector component! nor-
mal to the surface. This normal component is 13% grea
for peak 1 carriers than for those producing peaks 2 an
Since the total intensity loss is not only 13%, but four tim
more ('50%), due to enhanced scattering fort.0.43 mm,
the mean free pathl * of holes can be estimated to be in th
range of 0.43–0.48 mm.

FIG. 5. ~a! The electron focusing pattern for a@110#-oriented
crystal in perspective representation@Fig. 4~d!#. The peaks are la-
beled from 1 to 3 for reference in the text~see text!. ~b! Hole
octahedron Fermi surface of tungsten. States with Gaussian cu
ture uGu<10221 m2 are outlined. The cross section producin
Sondheimer oscillations (]2Skz

/]kz
250) is indicated ~see Sec.
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C. „100… surface

The focusing pattern on the~100! surface shows four
bright triangular caustics corresponding to the four faces
the hole octahedron. They appear where the^111& directions
hit the surface. Since they enclose an angle of;55° with the
@100# direction, the triangles are extremely stretched and
formed. Figure 4~f! shows a close-up of the pattern in Fi
4~c!. Dark structures from the electron octahedron are visi
in the outer~left! part of the pattern. The four hole caustic
are slightly different in size and in sharpness. This can fi
be explained by the wedge-shaped form of the sample.
sharpness is then reduced due to longer trajectories in
thicker part of the sample. Second, increased scattering
to partly lower crystal quality and irregularities of the m
chanical scanning device cannot be excluded. The dark
in the center due to electrons is clearly visible. Correspo
ing structures caused by electrons where the@100# direction
hits the sample surface can be seen in Fig. 4~c!, and should
also be visible in Fig. 4~a!, where they might not have bee
resolved for several possible reasons.

First, the @111# oriented crystal is apparently of lowe
quality than the other crystals.

Second, the electron signal in tungsten is generally l
intensive than the hole signal. A similar behavior has be
observed for holes in bismuth.1

Third, in the@111#-oriented sample of 330-mm thickness,
electron trajectories are 3.5 times longer than in the@100#-
oriented sample of 160-mm thickness, and thus are mor
exposed to scattering. In addition, these electrons hit
~111! surface under an angle of;35° (90° for the@100#
sample!. This would reduce the signal by the factor sin 35

Since the electron contribution is visible in the@100# and
@110# samples and not in the@111# sample, the electron mea
free path can be estimated to about 0.5 mm.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN FINITE MAGNETIC
FIELDS

A. Transverse magnetic field

The focusing patterns of one triangular bright caustic
the ~110! surface were recorded for different transverse m
netic fieldsB applied in the@001# direction. Some results ar
shown in Figs. 6~a!–6~e!. With increasingBt , peak 2 fades
out in favor of peak 3 and of the dark spot in its vicini
(B56.4 mT). AtB57.3 mT the triangular bright pattern i
deformed, peak 3 now surpasses peak 1 in intensity. Fin
peak 2 and even peak 1 disappear together with the br
lines connecting them. The dark structure becomes more
more intense and approaches the bright peak which ha
highest value atB510.5 mT. In fields higher than 10.5 mT
peak 3 also starts to decrease and the dark structure d
nates the pattern. This series of focusing patterns nicely
lustrates the gradual changes introduced by the applicatio
B. That the pattern deforms, shrinks, and finally disappear
consistent with the model of ballistic carrier propagatio
The carrier trajectories, which are straight lines forB50, are
bent by the magnetic field. The real-space orbit represe
the k space cross-section of the Fermi surface perpendic
to B through the correspondingkF and scaled by the facto
\/eB ~see Sec. VII B!. Thus the diameters of the orbits form

a-
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2472 PRB 60A. BÖHM et al.
ing the caustics (G50) shrink with increasingB, and finally
become smaller than the sample thicknessd.

Holes and electrons as well as states with different ene
levels are differently influenced byB. For inverse magnetic
fields the electron-focusing patterns behave in the same w
but mirrored such that the behaviors of peaks 2 and 3
exchanged. This is illustrated in Figs. 6~f!–6~h!. Unfortu-
nately these patterns are very noisy. This maybe due to
chanical vibrations of our scanning unit.

B. Longitudinal magnetic field Bl

The ~100! surface was investigated withB perpendicular
to the sample surface. Now the carriers move on general
helical trajectories that wind aroundB.

All ballistic trajectories with the samekz component, and
the same energy valueEF cross each other in one commo
point after an integer numbern of revolutions. They all come
from the same Fermi-surface cross sectionSkz

perpendicular
to the magnetic field. For certain magnetic fields,

Bf oc~kz
f oc!5

n\

de
S ]Skz

]kz
D

E5EF

, ~6.1!

the crossing point lies on the opposite sample surface
so-called longitudinal electron focusing occurs.10 Here d is
the sample thickness, ande is the electron charge. As Eq
~6.1! is valid for eachSkz

along kz , nearly all longitudinal
focusing features interfere destructively for a givenB. Only
contributions from so-called extreme cross sections surv
These are either so-called elliptical limiting-points~points
where kz becomes maximal!, or cross sections where th
value]2Skz

/]kz
2 vanishes. From these locations on the Fer

FIG. 6. The electron focusing pattern of Fig. 4~e! for different
transverse magnetic fieldsBt . Bt is applied as indicated in the@001#

direction for ~a!–~e! and in the@001̄# direction for ~f!–~h!. The
scale for all figures is the same, and is indicated in~b!. The peaks
are labeled 1, 2, and 3 for reference in the text.
y
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surface so-called Sondheimer oscillations periodic inB with
the oscillation periodBf oc can be detected.11,12This has been
proved by radio-frequency size effect, magnetoresistan
and magnetomorphic measurements in tungsten si
crystals.13,14 From Bf oc the value]Skz

/]kz can be obtained
using Eq.~6.1!. The corresponding Fermi-vector compone
kz

f oc can be deduced from the Fermi-surface data.
In tungsten the electron signal seems to be less inten

than the hole signal~see Sec. V! and the elliptical limiting
points of the hole pockets and of the hole octahedron wo
give only low-amplitude signals. This is why one can expe
Sondheimer oscillations only from the cross-section of
hole octahedron fulfilling the condition]2Skz

/]kz
250.

VC is shown as a function ofB at three different positions
on the sample surface in Fig. 7~a!. Oscillations strictly peri-
odic in B up to 3 T are clearly visible for all three position
We interpret them as Sondheimer oscillations. According
Ref. 13 the oscillations in tungsten can be observed ev
where on the sample because of scattering and reflectio
the carriers at the sample surfaces.

The oscillation period is Bf oc5104 mT for d
'0.19 mm. The value]Skz

/]kz'331010 m21 resulting
from Eq. ~6.1! is in good agreement with other measur
ments of Sondheimer oscillations in tungsten sin

FIG. 7. ~a! Sondheimer oscillations at positions 1, 2, and 3
dicated by the crosses in~b!~I!. ~b! VC is shown as a function of the
position on a line scan for several values of a magnetic fieldB
applied perpendicular to the image plane. The crystal is the s
used already for Figs. 4~c! and 4~f!. The orientation of the line scan
is shown as a white bar in the two insets~I! and~II ! which show the
spatial behavior ofVC for the two fixedB values noted in the insets
The image frame width is 400mm.
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crystals.13,14 With E(k… from Ref. 8, we found]2Skz
/]kz

2

50 for the focusing wave vectorkz
f oc50.131010 m21 and

]Skz
/]kz53.331010 m21. This is in good agreement with

the theoretical value given by Soule using his own mode14

Applying the Fermi surface data given by Girvan,9 however,
he arrived at]Skz

/]kz53.031010 m21 for the focusing

wave vector kz
f oc50.2331010 m21. The values 0.1

31010 m21<kz
f oc<0.2331010 m21 correspond to state

near the equatorial bulge around theH point of the Brillouin
zone and are indicated in Fig. 5~b!.

The occurrence of the Sondheimer effect proves the e
tence of a noticeable part of ballistic transport for fields up
3 T. This is in contrast to the case of bismuth, where they
out already below 15 mT~Ref. 15!. However, one may con
clude from the data shown in Fig. 7~a! that the ballistic com-
ponent of the total current is in the range of several perc
only. This maybe too weak to produce some pronoun
features in the spatially resolved measurements as it has
observed in bismuth.

Along the line indicated in the insets~I! and ~II ! of Fig.
7~b!, the signal intensityVC was detected as a function of th
x coordinate for different magnetic fields. It can be seen t
the signal intensity of the central peak increases with incre
ing magnetic field. An intense dark structures develop in
pattern. In general the features inVC are amplified by the
application of B. This behavior is frequently observed
electron focusing experiments in high fields.

The ballistic contribution to the signal is confined to
tube with diameter 4r c* , wherer c* is the cyclotron radius of
the largest trajectories of holes on the octahedral Fermi
face. The trajectory envelope shrinks in diameter prop
tional to B21 with increasingB. At B50.2 T @correspond-
ing to the situation in Fig. 7~b!~I!# one obtains 4r c* 5120m.
This corresponds to the full width at half maximum of th
Gaussian-like peak visible in the center of Fig. 7~b!. But at
B51 T @corresponding to the situation in Fig. 7~b!, ~II !# all
ballistic carriers should be focused on a small area with
ameter 4r c* 524 mm. Since this is not the case one can co
clude that the electron-focusing pattern at higher fields
dominated by nonballistic processes.

According to Ref. 13 any diffusive background sign
should be proportional toB2 for one kind of carriers. This is
only the case forB<0.2 T. For higher fields the backgroun
even becomes negative at certain positions. In addition
symmetry of the patterns is not fourfold, but rather twofo
and the patterns are not centered in the image.

We suppose that the background in our measuremen
of mainly diffusive nature. The signal is probably compos
of electron and hole contributions. Different trajectories a
different mean free paths depending on the magnetic fi
may then lead to a changing dominance of one type of ca
with B. Thus the conditionVC}B2 is not fulfilled for the
total signal. In addition boundary effects seems to beco
more important when the signal is amplified by the magne
field. Why this is the case is not clear. Boundary effects
be the influence of the geometry of the reference contac
the sample, the nonideal shape of the sample itself, and
positioning of the measurement frame, which is usually s
ated near one of the sample edges. Thus an appropriate
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oretical description of the origin of the background signal
Fig. 7~b! for Bl>0.2 T may be quite complex.

VII. SIMULATIONS OF THE RESULTS

A. B50

The band structureE(k) of tungsten is available from a
Slater-Koster interpolation scheme based on the lowest c
bination of atomic orbitals method.8 The EF patterns are
computed assumingVC; j n , where j n is the current density
component normal to the surface.kF andvgr are determined
for up to 107 randomk directions. All the calculations are
done assuming an infinite mean free path and an infinitesi
size of the electron source. Only electrons withE5EF are
taken into account.

For a random direction ink space the Fermi vectorkF is
calculated fromE(kF)5EF by iteration. The group velocity
vgr is then determined by calculating¹kE(kF)
'DE(kF)/Dk for a given sufficiently smallDk. The result-
ing trajectory emerging from a pointlike source interse
with the imaging plane in a distanced. The contribution of
all trajectories are summed up in the image plane, e
weighted with the group velocity component normal to t
surface and the factorkF

2(kF /ukFu•vgr /uvgru)21 in order to
ensure homogenous sampling ink space.

In Figs. 4~g!–4~i! the calculated focusing patterns for th
three investigated crystals are shown forB50. As the band
structure given by Ref. 8 describes the triangular structu
better if the Fermi energy is lowered by 0.23 eV, the va
EF510.88 eV is used for all calculations. With this sma
parameter change the details of the calculated patterns
better reproduced, but the size of the triangular structure
too large with respect to their distance. The general app
ance of the theoretical caustics agrees with the experime
one, i.e., the triangular hole structures with three bright sp
on its boundary and the locations of the dark electron ca
tics. However, the agreement of details is quite bad. Th
even if this band-structure model describes de Haas–van
phen data very well they do not reproduce Fermi-surfa
regions whereG50 with sufficient precisision. This demon
strates the high sensitivity of the electron focusing patte
for details of the Fermi-surface geometry. This sensitivity
still more important in the presence of a magnetic field.

B. Transverse magnetic field Bt

Since the deformation of the patterns by a transverse m
netic field B cannot be deduced with straightforward arg
ments we calculated the hole trajectories for 0<Bt
<15 mT. In a magnetic field the equation of motion of a
electron is

\
dk

dt
52e@vgr~k!3B#. ~7.1!

vgr(k) is always perpendicular toE(k)5const, and the
energyE as well askz are constants of motion. Therefore th
carrier will move on the Fermi surface on an orbit aroundB.

Performing an integration on Eq.~7.1! yields
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r ~ t1dt!2r ~ t !5dr52\/~eB!@k~ t1dt!2k~ t !#
~7.2!

for B'vgr . To calculate the trajectory in a magnetic field f
a given kF chosen on a regular array, the group-veloc
vectorvgr(kF) can be obtained from Eq.~2.1!. dk is calcu-
lated from Eq.~7.1! with udku5Dk. The valueDk is a con-
stant parameter of the calculation and is small with respec
all other occurringk values. Keepingudku5const ensures a
homogeneous sampling on the cross-section orbit. Withdk
'kF(t1dt)2kF(t) the corresponding time elementdt and,
using Eq.~7.2!, the trajectory segmentdr can be obtained
The following trajectory segmentdr is then calculated for
the valuekF5kF(t1dt) with the same scheme. This is re
peated until the cross-section orbit on the Fermi surfac
completed. The real space trajectory is then composed o
dr elements. The carriers move ink space on cross section
perpendicular toB. This is why the calculation of one orb
yields any possible orbit. Only the position of the starti
point of the orbit depends on the initialk state. For different
magnetic fields the trajectories just scale as 1/B.

In Figs. 8~a!–8~e! the simulations of the detected patter
of Figs. 6~a!–6~e! are shown. Only carriers of one kind~i.e.,
holes from the octahedron atH) at EF were taken into ac-
count. The shrinking of the whole pattern and the invers
of the curvature of the bright lines with increasingB is re-
produced by the calculations. However, the deformations
the structures at lower fields as well as the field depende
of the caustic intensities do not correspond well to the
periment.

As described above the determination ofvgr uses an itera-
tive search forkF . Solving Eq.~7.2! with sufficient accuracy
requires several hundredkF values to be computed. Eithe
powerful computers or extensive processing times
needed~for the simulations presented here we used a CR
T3E!. So the number of computed trajectories is restricted

FIG. 8. Calculated electron focusing patterns from a@110#-
oriented sample at different transverse magnetic fields corresp
ing to Figs. 6~a!–6~e!; only holes are taken into account. The fie
magnitude is indicated in the figures. Because of the granular
pearance of the original theoretical images, they have b
smoothed by a Gaussian with 5% of the total frame width. T
peaks are labeled 1, 2, and 3 for reference in the text. The scal
all figures is the same and is indicated in~b!, and the sample thick-
ness isd5350 mm.
to
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104 here and the theoretical images have a granular
noisy appearance. In addition they are composed of lin
this is a computational artifact stemming from the regu
sampling of thekF states which was used here instead o
random sampling of the Fermi surface.

This is another example, which shows how sensitive el
tron focusing reacts on small details of the Fermi-surfa
geometry. The band-structure data from Ref. 8 are appare
not realistic enough, though they fit very well the de Haa
van Alphen data. A better agreement between simulation
experiment could perhaps be attained by using a better m
for E(k), by introducing a thermal excitation spectrum
proposed in Ref. 2 or by including carriers from the oth
pockets of the Fermi surface in the calculations~the vanish-
ing features in the caustics at higher fields could very well
due to a cancellation of signals from carriers of oppos
charge or opposing currents of carriers of one kind
charge!. But handy data, which describe details of the Fer
surface with sufficiently high accuracy, are not easily ava
able, and these algorithms may not be easy to implemen
our computational procedure. In addition more comput
power would be necessary, especially if a thermal excitat
spectrum is to be taken into account. We considered this
to be beyond our reach. It may rest as a challenge for fu
theoretical work.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented experiments revealing the mainly
listic transport of carriers excited thermoelectrically by ill
mination in tungsten. Electron-focusing caustics inVC(r )
have been observed in three orientations. To our knowled
this is the first systematic study of electron focusing in th
different crystal orientations. The complex Fermi surface
tungsten produces electron-focusing patterns mainly
holes, but focusing structures for electrons have also b
found. These results are supported by simulation and by
investigation of different orientations, principally by th
~100! surface, where the most important electron structu
have been detected. The influence of longitudinal and tra
verse magnetic fields was studied in two different crys
orientations. In a transverse magnetic field the bending of
trajectories by the field and the resulting distortion of t
triangular focusing pattern have been observed. In a long
dinal field geometry the focusing of the trajectories on a pe
can be observed forBl<0.2 T. Other bright and dark struc
tures for high magnetic fields cannot be interpreted exac
Oscillations strictly periodic inB have been observed fo
VC(B) up to 3 T. The background signal is not proportion
to B2, and can be positive or negative depending on
position. The oscillations are due to the Sondheimer eff
and demonstrate partly ballistic transport up to 3 T. The
riod is in agreement with other experimental and theoret
data. The corresponding cross section on the hole octahe
can be identified by the calculation of an extreme point
]Skz

/]kz .
By solving the semiclassical Eqs.~2.1! and~7.1!, the bal-

listic carrier transport can be simulated without and in t
presence of a magnetic field. The results depend on the q
ity of the band-structure used. TheE(k) used here presents
quite recent and handy model. It provides a quite good ag
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ment between calculated focusing patterns and experime
data forB50.

The simulations of the magnetic-field dependence of
focusing patterns reproduce the main features, but it is no
very good quantitative agreement with the experimen
measurement. A lot of computational power is necessary
these simulations, and more actual and yet handy data
E(k) have not been found.

Since the technique presented here is very sensitiv
very small changes in Fermi-surface structures, the imag
of details of the Fermi surface is possible. This gives
possibility to check band-structure models as presented
r,
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f

tal
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or
or

to
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re

for the data from Ref. 8. The results presented here may
an incentive and touchstone for band-structure theoretici
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